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ABSTRACT 
There is an explicit resolution of an irreducible polynomial module for the general linear group 
GL(n, @), due to A.V. Zelevinskii and also K. Akin, which realizes the Jacobi-Trudi expansion of the 
corresponding Schur function. That resolution lies in the category of polynomial representations, i.e., 
all the terms in the resolution are polynomial. This paper constructs several complexes from the BGG 
resolution of the trivial one-dimensional representation, for any reductive group G over a ground field 
of characteristic zero, obtaining thereby analogues of the Zelevinskii-Akin resolution for the rational 
representation theory of such G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Let g be the Lie algebra of a reductive algebraic K-group G over a field K of 
zero characteristic. I.N. Bernstein, I.M. Gelfand, and S.I. Gelfand have con- 
structed in [BGG] the following resolution (the BGG-resolution) for each finite- 
dimensional irreducible g-module V(X) : 
(1.1.1) O+CjxJ-$C~-i+..‘--+C~+ V(X)+0 
where each Ci is the direct sum of the Verma modules M(w(X + p) - p) as w 
varies over all length i elements of the Weyl group W. Here M(p) denotes the 
Verma module of highest weight p and 2p equals the sum of the positive roots. 
Equating the Euler-Poincare character of the sequence (1.1.1) to zero, one re- 
* Supported by N.S.A. research grant number MDA904-92-H-3065. 
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covers Weyl’s character formula. Thus, in the terminology of [Z], the BGG- 
resolution gives a ‘materialization’ of Weyl’s character formula. 
1.2. A main purpose of this article is to construct, for a Bore1 subgroup B of G 
containing a maximal torus T, the following resolution for each one-dimensional 
B-module KA of character X: 
(R1) O+Kx+~o+~l+...+~N+O, 
where each A’ is the direct sum of modules of the form ind;(X + ,o - wp) as w 
varies over the length i elements of W. For the definition of induction used in this 
paper see 2.2. Throughout B = B- corresponds to the set of negative roots. The 
above exact sequence gives a minimal injective resolution of Kx in the category 
of rational B-modules (Theorem 2.9). See [W2] for a dual approach to this result, 
in terms of the generalized Schur algebras of [D2]. 
The key observation for carrying out this construction is the content of part 
(b) of Lemma 2.6, that the dual of a Verma module M(X) has a rational B- 
module structure and as such is isomorphic with the injective hull of the B- 
module K-X. 
By applying the functor indg to the deleted resolution coming from (Rl) we 
obtain a complex of G-modules. Using the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem we can 
compute the cohomology of this complex (Theorem 3.3). If X is dominant, we 
obtain in this way new resolutions (Corollaries 3.4,3.6) in terms of direct sums of 
modules of the form indF(p); that is: 
(R2) O~HO(X)~BO~B’i...~BN’O, 
(R3) 
N O+B +... + B’ -+ B0 + V(X) ---f 0, 
where each B’ is the direct sum of modules of the form indF(X + p - wp) as w 
varies over the length i elements of W. The notation Ho(X) is the standard no- 
tation for the induced module indg(X), in general isomorphic with the transpose 
dual of V(X); since we are in characteristic zero we have Ho(X) Y V(X). 
1.3. In the case when G is the general linear group GL(n) there is another for- 
mula for the character of V(A), given by the Jacobi-Trudi expansion of the cor- 
responding Schur function; see [M, Chap. I; (3.4)]. In [Z], A.V. Zelevinskii (see 
also K. Akin [A]) gives a method for constructing a materialization of the 
Jacobi-Trudi identity. To be precise, Zelevinskii and Akin construct a resolution, 
in the category of polynomial representations of GL(n), of the form: 
(1.3.1) 0 + DN + DN-, -+ “’ + DO + v(x) + 0 
where each Vi is the direct sum of the S X+p-wp(E) as w varies over all length i 
elements of the symmetric group, S,,, on { 1, . . . , n}. Here E denotes the natural 
module for GL(n) (the space of dimension n column vectors with GL(n) acting by 
matrix multiplication) and Sp(E) the tensor product S@‘(E) @ .. @ S,Ln(E) of 
the symmetric powers of E indexed by the parts of p = (pi,. . . , pL,) E Z”, with 
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Sfi(E) = 0 if ,u # N”. By equating the Euler-Poincart character of the exact se- 
quence (1.3.1) to zero, one recovers the Jacobi-Trudi identity. 
1.4. For our purposes it is useful to interpret 1.3 in terms of the rational rep- 
resentation theory of the algebraic monoid Ml(n) = Ml(n, K) of n x n matrices 
over K. It is well-known that the rational representation theory of Ml(n) is 
equivalent with the theory of polynomial representations of GL(n), see [G2, p. 81. 
By [DW, (2.7); (2.12)], one has for any polynomial weight p (i.e., p E N”) an 
isomorphism between Sp(E) and the induced module ind$)(p), D(n) the sub- 
monoid of diagonal elements in M(n). Thus the terms in (1.3.1) are given by 
direct sums of modules of the form ind$;(p); that is, 
( 1.4.1) LQ = I =Twj indE/;) (A + p - wp). 
Thus our resolution (R3) may be regarded as a generalization of the resolution of 
Zelevinskii-Akin from the category of rational M(n)-modules (polynomial 
GL(n)-modules) to the category of rational G-modules for any reductive group 
G. 
1.5. Sections 4, 5 are concerned with applications to the theory of polynomial 
representations. 
The first such application is another proof of the Zelevinskii-Akin resolution 
mentioned above. The work of S. Donkin [D2], [D3] makes clear how to pass 
from rational to polynomial representations of GL(n). In particular, there is a 
functor which maps a rational GL(n)-module onto its ‘polynomial’ part; see 4.3. 
By applying that functor to the above results in the case where G is GL(n) we 
recover, in Section 4, the aforementioned results of Zelevinskii and Akin. 
1.6. The rest of the applications concern polynomial representations of LT(n), 
the Bore1 subgroup of lower triangular elements of GL(n). There is a functor, 
similar to the above, which takes a rational LT(n)-module to its polynomial part. 
Again this is a particular case of [D2]. Moreover, there is a category equivalence 
between the category of polynomial LT(n)-modules and the category of rational 
L?T(n)-modules. Here LT(n) denotes the algebraic monoid of lower triangular 
elements of M(n). 
In Section 5 we show for any X E N” that the functor takes the resolution (Rl) 
onto an exact sequence, in the category of polynomial LT(n)-modules, of the 
form: 
(R4) 0+Kx+30+..+3N+0, 
where each 3T’ is the direct sum of the indE$)(X + p - wp) as w varies over the 
length i elements of S,, for which X + p - wp E N”. This exact sequence is the 
minimal injective resolution of Kx in the category of polynomial LT(n)-modules. 
This depends on some results of W. van der Kallen on excellent filtrations; in 
particular the fact that the category of rational B-modules is a highest weight 
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category. But we cannot use the ‘excellent order’ of [K] to get the result; it is ne- 
cessary to replace van der Kallen’s excellent order by a different partial ordering 
of the weights due to D. Woodcock. 
The above resolving modules (see 5.3(b)) have the following factorization in 
terms of tensor products of symmetric powers: 
(1.6.1) indg,$)(p) cv S”‘(Ei) @ Sfiz(E2) C?J ... ~8 Spn(E,) 
for any p E N”, where Ej is the LT(n)-submodule of E spanned by the first j 
vectors in the standard basis of E = K”. In particular, the terms in the resolution 
(R4) are finite-dimensional. These modules also appear, in dual form, in [Wl, 
§41. 
As another application we compute (Proposition 5.9) the effect of the de- 
rived functors of ind”(“) rTCn) on KA, for any polynomial weight X; it is exactly the 
same as the effect of the derived functors of indF$)) on KA, i.e., the same as 
the sheaf cohomology of the line bundle 13(X) on GL(n)/LT(n). 
Our underlying philosophy is to use the technique of algebraic monoid induc- 
tion to construct and analyze interesting polynomial representations. This may 
be regarded as an alternative to the approach via finite-dimensional algebras. 
Indeed, we do not need Schur algebras (or their generalizations [D2], [D3]) to 
obtain these results. Another instance of this philosophy appeared in [DW], 
where it was utilized to show (following a suggestion of Donkin) that classical 
Kostka duality is essentially the same thing as Frobenius reciprocity. In spite of 
the properties of algebraic group induction which carry over to the case of alge- 
braic monoid induction, one must exercise some care in using the technique. 
Witness the example 5.10(b) which shows that the tensor identity fails for induc- 
tion from D(n) to LU(n). 
1.7. I would like to thank Steve Donkin for several very helpful conversations on 
the subject matter contained herein, for patiently explaining his results in [D2], 
[D3] more than once, and especially for some specific advice about 2.6; John 
Sullivan for discussions which led me to add Section 4 to an earlier version of this 
paper; and the referee for catching several errors in an earlier version. This 
article was much influenced and motivated by joint work with Grant Walker on a 
parabolic version of the Zelevinskii-Akin resolution, to appear later. 
2. EXACT SEQUENCES OF B-MODULES 
2.1. Set R = R(G, T), the root system of the pair (G, T); set R- = R(B, T), the 
set of negative roots. Set b = b- = Lie(B); Ii+ = Lie(B+); h = Lie(T); n+ = 
Lie(U+); n- = Lie(U-), where B +=T.U+, BzB-=T.U-, (Uf,U- 
unipotent). For a Lie algebra g, Z4g denotes its universal eveloping algebra. X(T) 
denotes the character group of T (viewed additively) and X(T)+ the set of 
dominant weights, the set of X E X(T) satisfying (X, o”) 2 0 for all cr E R+. 
As usual, X(T) is partially ordered by setting X > p iff X - b = CaCR+ n,o 
where each n, is a non-negative integer. For p E X(T) we denote by P(p) 
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the number of N-tuples (QaER+ of nonnegative integers such that p = 
c aER+ n,o. 
Suppose V is a rational T-module. By considering the infinitesimal form dn of 
the corresponding representation rr : T + GL( V) one obtains an h-module 
structure on V. In particular, every X E X(T) gives in this way an integral 
weight, also denoted A, in I)*. For X E X(T) the notion of X-weight space relative 
to the T-action coincides with the notion of X-weight space relative to the h- 
action. 
2.2. For any closed subgroup H of G our definition of the induction functor ind,$ 
(from rational H-modules to rational G-modules) is as follows. Given a rational 
H-module I/ we define indg ( V) to be the vector space of all morphisms 
f : G + V satisfying the condition f(hg) = hf(g), g E G, h E H, regarded as left 
G-module via the action (g/f)(g) =f(gg’). This definition of induction is 
equivalent with the usual one, see e.g. [J, 1.3.31, for algebraic groups G. It has one 
advantage for our purposes here: since no use is made of the inverse map on G we 
may use this same definition of induction when G is an algebraic monoid and H a 
closed submonoid (as we did in 1.4); for more details see [DW, $2.31. 
In fact, if V is a vector space over K, define Map(G, I’) to be the set of all 
maps f : G + V such that the image f(G) lies in a finite-dimensional subspace 
W of V and such that the induced map f : G -+ F’ is a morphism of varieties. 
Define actions (g,f ) H Rgf (right translation), (f, g) ++ Lg f (left translation), 
respectively left and right actions of G on Map(G, I’) where for x E G: 
(22.1) (Lgf )(4 =f (g4, (Rgf )(4 =f kg). 
Then inds( V) is for a rational H-module V the space of all f E Map(G, V) sa- 
tisfying (Lhf )(g) = hf (8) f or all h E H, g E G, with the G-module structure 
given by (g,f ) H Rgf. One may verify that this functor, for G, H algebraic 
monoids, satisfies universal mapping and Frobinius reciprocity. 
In particular, when one takes V = K one obtains as above two actions of G on 
the coordinate ring K[G]. Restricting to T one obtains both left and right notions 
of weight spaces. Let us denote by K[G] ~, ,K[G] the respective weight spaces for 
T acting via L, R. 
We will often identify a weight h with the l-dimensional T-module K,, of the 
same character. Thus we write indF(p) for indF(KP). Since B = TU- any l- 
dimensional T-module Kp is also a B-module with U- acting trivially. Note that 
indg( p) is simply the weight space K[G], for T acting via L. 
2.3. Set Is(X) = ind;(X). S’ mce ind: maps injectives onto injectives [J, 1.3.91, 
Is(X) is the injective hull of the one-dimensional module KA in the category of 
rational B-modules (see [J, 1.3.111; [Dl, (1.2)]). We obviously have by the tensor 
identity an isomorphism of B-modules for any A, p E X(T): 
(2.3.1) Is(X) @ Kp P ZB(X + p) 
Is(X) is the X-weight space K[B], of the coordinate ring K[B] under the right 
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action of T on K[R] via L, made into a left B-module via R. Thus Is(O) coincides 
with the set of T-invariants K[B]r N K[B/T] z K[U-1. We need the following 
result; see [Dl, (1.4.1)]. 
Lemma 2.4. For 1-1 E X(T), the dimension of the p-weight space ZB(X)~ is given by 
P(P - A). 
Proof. (Compare with [J, 11.481.) K[U-] considered as a T-module may be 
identified with the symmetric algebra of Lie( U-)*, so it is a polynomial ring in 
IR+]-generators y, (o E R+), each yu a weight vector of weight cr. By (2.3.1) 
ZB(X) E K[U-] @ Kx, thus the weight space ZB(X)~ has the same dimension as 
the weight space K[U-I,_,. 0 
2.5. Given a (not necessarily finite-dimensional) g-module I’ with the property 
that the weight spaces of V are all finite-dimensional, denote by V0 the direct 
sum of the dual spaces of each weight space: V0 = exEh* VJ. This becomes a 
g-module via: (X .f )(v) = -f (X. v), for v E T/, f E VO, X E 9. In case T/ is 
finite-dimensional V0 coincides with the usual dual. For any f E Vl we have 
(H .f )(v) = -f (H. VI = --CLw )f (v) f or any v E VP; thus the weights of the 
dual V0 are the same as the negatives of the weights of V. 
Choose root vectors X, # 0 in each root space ga, for (Y E R. Set 
H, = [Xa, I-,] for each cx E R +. Let X E h*. Denote by M(X) theverma module 
of highest weight X: M(X) = Ug/Z(X) w h ere Z(X) is the ideal generated by all X, 
and all H, - X(H,)l as cy varies over R +. M(X) is isomorphic as a Ug-module 
with Ug @Ub+ KA. 
The adjoint representation Ad : G + GL(g) makes g and thence Ug into a G- 
module. One can check that, for X E X(T), the ideal Z(X) is invariant under T 
for this action, so M(X) = Ug/Z(X) is also a rational T-module. 
G acts on l4g by the adjoint representation Ad and on itself by left multi- 
plication; these two actions are related by the formula [J, 1.7.18 (l)]: 
(23.1) g(cp(g-‘4)) = WkMcp’ 
for (p, cp’ E Ug, g E G. 
We claim that, for X E X( T ), the module M(X) is a Dist(G) - T module in the 
sense of [J, 11.1.201. Here Dist(G) is the algebra of distributions on G with sup- 
port at the origin. Since we are in zero characteristic Dist(G) is isomorphic with 
Ug. To justify the claim one must show that: 
(a) The two actions of Uh on M(X) induced from the actions of T and of Ug 
coincide; 
(b) The actions are related by: t(cp(t-‘m)) = ((Ad t)(p)m for m E M(X), 
cp E Ug, t E T. 
Both conditions follow readily from (2.51) above. Thus M(X) has a 
Dist(G) - T structure as claimed. It is not locally finite so the structure cannot 
be lifted to G. However, if we first dualize and then restrict to Ub we obtain a 
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Dist(B) - T module which is locally finite and which therefore lifts to a rational 
B-module. This is the content of part (b) of the next result. 
Denote the Ub-module Ub @&,b KA by Pi,(X). 
Lemma 2.6. (a) The restriction ofM( A) to Ub is isomorphic with Pb (A). 
(b) The restriction of M(X)’ Iyt 1 s uniquely to a rational B-module and is iso- 
morphic with ZB(-A). 
Proof. Part (a) follows from the decompositions Ug 21 Un- @ Ub+, Ub Y 
Un- @ Uh. From this one also has an isomorphism M(X) N Un- @ KA as Un-- 
modules and also as T-modules. Combined with 2.4 this shows that ZS(-A) and 
M(X)’ have isomorphic T-weight spaces. In particular, they have the same di- 
mension. Given a weight p 5 X there are only finitely many weights v > p for 
which M(X), # 0, so in M(X)O there are only finitely many non-zero weight 
spaces of weight greater than or equal to a given fixed weight p > -A. Combin- 
ing this with [H, Lemma 20.11 we see that the restriction of M(X)O to Ub is locally 
finite. So we have a locally finite Dist(B) - T structure on M(X)O 1 Ub. Thus by 
the reductive version of [CPS, Theorem 9.41 (see the discussion in [J, 11.1.201) it
lifts (uniquely) to a rational B-module. The B-socle of M(X)O is one-dimensional 
of weight -A. The injectivity of ZB(--A) gives a homomorphism of rational B- 
modules M(X)” + ZS(-A) which is injective when restricted to the B-socle of 
M(X)O, hence injective, hence an isomorphism; thus part (b) is proved. q 
Remarks. (1) Since Pb (A) is not locally finite as a Z&module it does not lift to a 
rational B-module. 
(2) The same argument shows part (b) of the lemma even in positive char- 
acteristic, provided one puts M(X) = Dist(G) @ni&(B+) Kx in that case. 
2.7. We give now the construction of the exact sequence (Rl). Start with the 
exact sequence (1.1.1) with X = 0, apply O-duality and restrict to Ub. The result, 
using part (b) of 2.6 as well as the fact that V(0) E K, is an exact sequence of the 
form: 
(2.7.1) 0 + K + A0 + 2’ + . . + AN + 0 
where each 2’ is the direct sum of the ZB(P - wp) as w varies over the Weyl group 
elements of length i. Tensoring by KA and applying (2.3.1) produces the exact se- 
quence (Rl). This completes the construction. 
Let d i denote the map A’~ ’ + A’ in the sequence (R l), for i > 0; do the map 
Kx + do in (Rl). 
2.8. Recall the standard construction of a minimal injective resolution of KA in 
the category of rational B-modules. The construction is carried out by induction. 
There is a (unique up to scalar) embedding So : Kx + Is(X), since ZB(X) is the 
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injective hull of Kx. Set M” = ZB(X). Assuming that maps 6l,. . , Sip1 have 
been constructed so that the sequence 
60 6’ 6i-l 
(2.8.1) O&+Kx+Mo+ . ..- Mi-1 
is exact for some i > 1, one defines M ’ to be Zs(socs coker S’- ‘). Then S’ is the 
composite of the quotient map M’- ’ + coker IS- ’ with the map induced by 
Frobenius reciprocity from the T-projection coker S’- ’ -+ SOCB coker S’- ‘. 
Thus we see that (Rl) will coincide with the minimal injective resolution con- 
structed by the above process if for each i we have the equality: 
(2.8.2) socB(cokerd’-‘) = @ KA+~_,,,,,, 
w 
the sum extended over the Weyl group elements of length i. 
Theorem 2.9. The exact sequence (Rl) constitutes a minimal injective resolution of 
the one-dimensional B-module KA in the category of rational B-modules, for any 
X E X(T). 
Proof. Set U = I.-, the unipotent radical of B. First we apply (Rl) to compute 
the cohomology H’( U, ZQ. For each i we have equalities (cf. [J, 1.3.111): 
(2.9.1) (di)U = soccr(d’) = socs(d’) = @ Kx+p-wp 
w 
as w ranges over the length i elements of W. Since X + p - wtp = X + p - w2p if 
and only if wi = w2 we see that the complex 
(2.9.2) 0 + (d”)U + (dl)U + ... + (AN)’ ---f 0 
has zero differential and so 
(2.9.3) H’(U,Kx) = $ KA+~-,,,~. 
WE W; l(w)=i 
Next, we claim that H’( U, Kx) 21 socB(cokerd’-‘) for each i, thus establishing 
(2.8.2) and the theorem. Since cokerd’-’ = A’-‘/imd’-’ = A’-‘/ kerd’ N 
imd’ c .A’, we have the inclusion socB(cokerd’-‘) c socs(d’). To see the 
opposite inclusion combine [BGG, Lemma 10.61 with the construction of (Rl) 
given in 2.7 above. 0 
Remark. Dually, one could consider the homology ZZ,(n, K-X), which was 
computed in [Kos]. (I am indebted to the referee for this reference.) 
3. EXACT SEQUENCES OF G-MODULES 
3.1. Since (Rl) is an injective resolution of KA for any X E X( 7’): it may be used 
to compute the effect on Kx of the right derived functors of any covariant 
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additive functor F from the category of rational B-modules to the category of 
rational G-modules: 
(3.1.1) R’F(Kx) = H’(F(d;)) 
where 
(3.1.2) A’ = d; = (A; + A; + ... ---f d,N + 0) 
is the deleted resolution corresponding to (Rl). 
In particular this applies to the functor indg of induction from B to G. So by 
(3.1.1) we have: 
(3.1.3) R’(indg)(&) = H’(indE(dI)). 
3.2. Denote by Zo(X) the G-module ind$(X). Let us denote by Z?’ = f3; = 
indg(d,‘). By transitivity of induction and the fact that induction commutes with 
direct sums [J, I, Chap. 31, the complex a* has the form: 
(3.2.1) a,o 4 B; + ... -+ 23x” + 0 
where each f3; is the direct sum of the Io(X + p - wp) as w varies over all length i 
elements of W. 
Let H’(X) = H’(G/B, L(X)), the i-th sheaf cohomology group of the induced 
line bundle ,C(X) on the homogeneous space G/B. It is well known that 
(3.2.2) H’(X) P R’(indg)(&) 
for each i > 0 (see [J, 1.5121). 
Theorem 3.3. (Compare with [A, $51.) Given any X E X(T) let p E X(T) be such 
that /L + p is dominant and X + p = w(p + p) for some w E W. Then exactly one of 
the following holds: 
(a) The weight p, is not dominant. Then the cohomology of the complex l3; is 
zero; i.e., f3.J is exact. 
(b) The weight p is dominant. In this case was above is uniquely determined, and 
the cohomology of a; is given by: 
fwq) = ffiK(,‘+p) -p Ho(p), )2(0; if i = l(w); otherwise. 
Proof. Combine (3.1.3), (3.2.2), and the Borel-WeillBott Theorem [J, 115.51. q 
We single out two special cases of interest. Let wg denote the (unique) element 
of W of maximal length N. 
Corollary 3.4. For X dominant we have the following exact sequences of G- 
modules: 
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Proof. The first sequence is clear. For the second, replace X in the theorem by 
wO(X + p) - p and use the isomorphism HN(wo(X + p) - p) = V(X). q 
3.5. One sees immediately from the definition of induction (see 2.2) that the G- 
module Zo(X) may be identified with the X-weight space ZCIGlx of the coordinate 
ring K[G], regarded as a T-module via left translation of functions. 
If (T is any automorphism of G, V any rational G-module, a new G-module 
structure “I’ may be put on the vector space V by twisting by g; i.e., by making 
g E G act as o-‘(g). For a closed subgroup H of G and a rational H-module Y, 
twisting by c turns Y into a a(ZZ)-module “Y. From the definition of induction 
one may check that: 
(35.1) “(indg( Y)) N ind&)(“Y) 
Moreover, if 0 is inner one may check that: 
(3.5.2) gVE V. 
In particular, we may apply (3.5.1) and (35.2) to the inner automorphism cW 
defined by conjugation by n, E NG( T ), n, a representative of w E W. In this way 
we arrive at the isomorphism: 
(3.5.3) ZG(X) ? Zo(w(X)) 
for all X E X(T), all w E W. From this we get: 
Corollary 3.6. For dominant A, the second exact sequence of 3.4 may be rewritten 
in the form 
Proof. For any X E X( T ) and any w E W one has by (3.5.3) the isomorphism: 
for ZL = wo(X + p) - p. Since Z(WOW) = N - Z(w), it follows that the sum of the 
Zo(p + p - wp), as w varies over the length i elements of W, is isomorphic with 
the sum of the ZG(X + p - wp) as w varies over the elements of length N - i. Thus 
Z3’ z BjxN- i, for each i, and the result follows. P q 
4. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF GL(n) 
4.1. The purpose of this part is to show how the results of Zelevinskii and Akin 
(see 1.3) may be recovered from the above results. To do that we apply results 
from [D2], [D3] to pass from rational to polynomial representations of GL(n). 
4.2. Take now G = GL(n) = GL(n,K); T = D(n), the diagonal matrices in 
GL(n); B = LT(n), the Bore1 subgroup of lower triangular matrices in GL(n); 
Bf = T(n), the opposite Bore1 subgroup of upper triangular matrices in GL(n). 
As usual, we identify X = X(T) = X(D(n)) with the additive abelian group z” 
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of n-tuples of integers. The set X+ of dominant weights relative to B+ is thereby 
identified with the set of X = (Xi,. . . , A,) in Z” satisfying the condition 
x, > ... 2 X, ~ 1 > A,. If (~1, . , Ed} denotes the standard basis of Z”, the set R 
of roots is the set of Ei - ej for 1 5 i # j < n. The set of simple roots is the set of 
CE:i=&i-&i+i for 1 5 i < n - 1. The Weyl group IV is isomorphic with the 
symmetric group S,. 
Located within X = Z” is the set A = n(n) = N” of polynomial weights. For 
D(n) the sub-monoid of diagonal matrices in the algebraic monoid M(n) = 
Ml(n, K), as in 1.4, A may be identified with the character monoid of algebraic 
monoid homomorphisms from D(n) to K, see [DW, 2.11. A polynomial weight X 
has degree r if r equals the sum Xi + + A, of its parts. 
The set il+ = n’(n) of dominant polynomial weights is the intersection of 
A with X+, i.e. the set of X = (Xi,. , A,) satisfying the condition Xi > . . . > 
X,_ i 2 X, > 0. This is also the set of partitions of no more than n parts. 
4.3. There is a left-exact functor Po,(,) from rational GL(n)-modules to poly- 
nomial GL(n)-modules, defined as follows. Given a rational GL(n)-module V, let 
Po,(,) V be the sum of the rational GL(n)-submodules of I/ with the property 
that the highest weight of each composition factor is a dominant polynomial 
weight. Given a morphism cp : V + W of rational GL(n)-modules we get by re- 
striction a morphism P,,(,)cp : P,,+) V + PGL(,) W. In other words, Po,(,) is 
the functor 0, of [D2] with K = A’(n). We may say that Po,+) I/ is the poly- 
nomialpart of V. 
Lemma 4.4. Let p be a polynomial weight. There is an isomorphism of rational 
GL(n)-modules between PGL(,,+nd~$‘) (p) and ind$‘,) (II). 
Proof. BY P3, (11, P. 3561, PC,(n) takes the coordinate ring K[GL(n)] to AK(n), 
the ring of polynomial functions on GL(n, K). Since the polynomial functions 
on GL(n) are naturally identified with the coordinate ring K[M(n)] of Ml(n), 
this means there is an isomorphism of rational GL(n)-modules between 
po+)K[GL(n)l and WQ(n)l. 
To see the claim we must show this isomorphism takes PGL(,jK[GL(n)],, onto 
m4qLL, where in both cases the weight spaces are computed relative to the 
right action R (see 2.2). But K[Ml(n)] is the direct sum of all its weight spaces 
KIMl(n)lu as v varies over the set of polynomial weights. Since K[Ml(n)] is the 
polynomial ring K [c~,] , < i j<n _I_ in the matrix coordinates cij and K[GL(n)] its 
localization at det(cij) there is a natural embedding K[M(n)] into K[GL(n)] 
which takes K[M(n)]@ into K[GL(n)], f or each polynomial weight p. Thus 
K[M(n)], is a rational GL(n)-submodule of K[GL(n)], belonging to 7r and in fact 
it must be the largest such, proving the claim. q 
4.5. For any polynomial weight X, by applying the functor F = PGL@) o ind$j 
to the deleted resolution -A;, we obtain a complex 2): = F (d;). By transitivity of 
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induction combined with 4.4 it follows that the terms of this complex are given 
by: 
(4.5.1) Vi 2~ Z=Tw, indrl$)(X + p - wp). 
By the identification between ind”(“) o(n) (p) and Sf‘(E) already remarked upon in 
1.4 we see that the terms of this complex are the same as those of the complex 
Y(X) of [A]. 
By (3.1.1) applied to the functor F above one has an isomorphism of GL(n)- 
modules: 
(4.5.2) H”(D;) N R”(Po,(,) o ind$;)(&) 
The functor ind GL(n) LT(nI takes injectives to injectives, which are acyclic for PG,(,) 
since in characteristic zero rational GL(n)-modules are completely reducible, so 
there is a spectral sequence with: 
Any left exact functor preserves split exact sequences. Since we are in char- 
acteristic zero every short exact sequence of rational GL(n)-modules splits, so 
PG,(,) is exact. This means that the spectral sequence degenerates to yield iso- 
morphisms for all q: 
(4.5.4) P,(,,(Rqind~~~~~)(Kx) y Rq(Pcqn) oind$$))(&). 
Combining this with (4.5.2), the fact that for dominant polynomial weights p of 
degree r the module Ho(p) belongs to A’(n), and the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem, 
the following result is obtained. 
Theorem 4.6. (Akin [A, $51) Given any polynomial weight X let p E X be such that 
p+pisdominantandX+p=w(p+p)f or some w E S,,. Then exactly one of the 
following holds: 
(a) The weight p is not dominant. Then the cohomology of the complex DJ is 
zero; i.e., D.J ir exact. 
(b) The weight p is dominant. In this case w as above is uniquely determined, and 
the cohomology of DJ is given by: 
if i = Z(w); 
otherwise. 
Remarks. (1) In particular one may recover the exact sequence (1.3.1) by taking 
w = wg in the above and arguing as in 3.6. (Of course, that may be seen directly 
by applying the functor PG,(,) to (R3).) 
(2) Akin’s version of this result is stated in terms of the weight S = 
(n-1,n-2,...,1,0)inplaceofp.Sincew(~+p)-p=w(~+6)-6forallw 
it is harmless to replace p by S in the above. 
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5. POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTATIONS OF L?-(n) 
5.1. The purpose of this part is to formulate and prove a polynomial version of 
the exact sequence (Rl). The notational conventions of the previous section will 
be followed. 
By a polynomial representation of LT(n) we of course mean one for which 
every weight is a polynomial weight, or, equivalently, one for which the coefficient 
space of the representation (see [Cl, 1.21) IS contained in the ring of polynomial 
functions on LT(n). Since that ring may be identified with the affine coordinate 
ring K[LU(n)] of the algebraic monoid [LT(n) it is clear that the restriction map 
res”(“) defines an equivalence between the category of rational U_T(n)-modules 
Lr(n) 
and the category of polynomial LT(n)-modules. 
5.2. For a given rational LT(n)-module V let PLT(,) V be the sum of the rational 
LT(n)-submodules W of V such that all weights of W are polynomial weights; 
equivalently, PLT(,) I/ is the unique maximal polynomial LT(n)-submodule of I’. 
Given a morphism cp : V + V’ of rational LT(n)-modules one obtains by re- 
striction a corresponding morphism P,g(,) cp : PLTcn) V + PLT(,) I/’ of poly- 
nomial LT(n)-modules; the fact that ‘p takes PLT(,) I/ into PLT(,) V’ is nothing 
more than the fact that cp preserves weights. So PLT(,) is a functor from rational 
LT(n)-modules to polynomial LT(n)-modules. In fact it is the functor 0, of [D2] 
for the group LT(n), with rr chosen to be the set A(n) = N”. This functor is left 
exact but not exact; see 5.10(c) below. We intend to show that it preserves the 
exactness when applied to (Rl), in case the weight X is polynomial. First we need 
the following. 
Lemma 5.3. (a) Suppose p E X = Z”. Then 
(b) Let {XI, . . . , X,,} denote the standard basis for E = K” and set Ej equal to the 
K-subspace of E spanned by {XI, . . . , Xi}. Then each Ej is a rational [LT(n)-module 
andfor p E N” there is the following factorization: 
Proof. (a) Since K[[LU(n)] is the polynomial ring K[cij]l< j<i<n and K[LT(n)] its 
localization at (cii . . c,,) one sees that K[LU( )] n embeds naturally in K[LT(n)] 
and that PLT(,) K[LT(n)] is K[kU(n)]. It is easily checked that P,y-(,I takes 
K[LT(n)], onto K[[LU(n)], f or any polynomial weight b. If p isn’t polynomial 
then K[LT(n)], = ILT(n)(p) has no polynomial submodule, since its socle is K,A, 
hence PLqn) K[LT(n)], is zero. 
(b) Adapt the argument of [DW, Proposition 2.1(i)] to the present situa- 
tion. 0 
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Remark. In fact one has a factorization of the coordinate ring K[U_T(n)] analo- 
gous to the factorization of ZC[Ml(n)] given in [DW, Equation (2.6)]: 
(53.1) K[klr(n)] N S(Ei) @ S(E*) 8 . . . 63 S(E,) 
where S( I’) denotes the symmetric algebra of a vector space I’. This isomor- 
phism preserves both the K-algebra structure and the left [LU(n)-module struc- 
ture. 
Proposition 5.4. For each polynomial weight X there is an exact sequence of poly- 
nomial LT(n)-modules: 
(R4) 0~Kx+30-+3’+...+3N’0 
where each 3” is the direct sum of modules of the form indg$‘(X + S - wS) as w 
varies over those length i permutations in S,, for which X + 6 - w6 is polynomial. 
Moreover, (R4) is the minimal injective resolution of Kx in the category of poly- 
nomial LT(n)-modules. 
Proof. We claim that the functor P,,(,) is acyclic on polynomial LT(n)-mod- 
ules, i.e., if V is a polynomial LT(n)-module then (Rip,,(,)) V = 0 for all i > 0 
(see below). In particular, (Rip,,(,))& = 0 for all i > 0. It follows that the 
complex 
(5.4.1) 0 + P,,(,)d’ ---f ... + P,,(,)dN 4 0, 
obtained by applying P,,(,) to the deleted form of (Rl), is exact except at the 
first term. The terms of this complex are computable by 5.3(a) and by inserting 
the kernel of the first map we obtain the exact sequence (R4). Moreover, the 
kernel of P,,(,) d i is the intersection of the kernel of d i with 3’- ’ = P,,(,,) A’- ‘, 
for each i. It follows from this and from the proof of Theorem 2.9 that 
~oc~~(~)(coker P, (,) d’- ‘) is the direct sum of all Kx+s_ ,,,s as w varies over 
those length i permutations for which X + S - w6 is polynomial. Thus (R4) is 
minimal and the theorem is proved. 0 
5.5. It remains to establish the claim. To do so we require the notion of an ex- 
cellent filtration [PI. For X E H”, w E S, let C(X) denote the line bundle on the 
Schubert cell X(w) associated to w, cf. [J, 11.13-141. There is a unique dominant 
weight X+ in the $-orbit of X; let WA denote the (unique) element of W of mini- 
mal length such that WAX+ = X. Set A(X) = H’(X(wx),L(X+)), a rational 
LT(n)-module. By [K, 2.61 one knows that dim A(X), # 0 implies that either 
,LL+<X+ or /L + = X+ and wfi I WA in the Bruhat order. Moreover, 
dim A (X)x = 1 and A(X) has a one-dimensional socle isomorphic with Kx. Fol- 
lowing Woodcock [W2] we define p 3 X iff X, p are related as above. 
An excellent filtration for a module M is an ascending filtration 
0 = F. C F, C F2 C . . . 
of submodules such that: 
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(i) A4 is the union of the Fi. 
(ii) For each i there exists a weight p such that Fi/Fi_ 1 is isotypic of type 
A(p). 
W. van der Kallen proves in [K] that the injective module ZLTcn) (A) has an ex- 
cellent filtration, for any X E Z”. Moreover, as observed by Woodcock [W2, 
Theorem 2.l(iii)], from his results it follows that if A(p) appears in a good fil- 
tration then either CL+ > At or p = A, in particular X 2 p. Thus the category of 
rational LT(n)-modules is a highest weight category, in the sense of [CPS2], with 
respect to the order 3. 
5.6. The category of rational LT(n)-modules is a highest weight category also 
with respect to the ‘excellent order’ [K]. However, the set of polynomial weights 
is not an ideal in the set of weights with respect to the excellent order (see 5.8). 
That is why Woodcock’s order is the right one for the present purpose. 
Suppose 7r is a subset of 77”. Consider the truncation functor 0, [D2]. 
Lemma 5.7. (a) Zf n is an ideal in the poset (77”, 3) then any rational LT(n)- 
module with excellent filtration is acyclic for 0,. 
(b) Any LT(n)-module belonging to x is acyclic for 0,. 
Proof. 
5.8. Noting that the set N” of polynomial weights is an ideal in (Z”, d), we 
conclude that any polynomial LT(n)-module I”s acyclic for P,r(,), thus estab- 
lishing the desired claim and finishing the proof of Proposition 5.4. 
The set N” is not an ideal in Z” relative to the standard order or even the ex- 
cellent order. For instance, when n = 2, the weight (- 1,l) is less than the weight 
(0,O) in the standard order and less than the weight (2,O) in the excellent order. 
Now we compute the derived functors of the polynomial induction functor on 
a one-dimensional module; the result is a ‘Borel-Weil-Bott’ theorem for poly- 
nomial induction. 
Proposition 5.9. Let X be a polynomial weight such that X + 6 is dominant. 
(a) Zf X is not dominant, then for any i E N 
R’(ind~$~))(w(X + S) - 6)) = 0 for all w E S,,. 
(b) Zf X is dominant, then for any w E S,, and i E N 
R’(indz;n),)(w(X + S) - S)) ? { ~o(x)’ ~~e~w~~~)’ 
Proof. The derived functors of ind$jj on the [LU(n)-module KX can be com- 
puted as the homology of the complex obtained by applying the functor to the 
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deleted resolution .F* of (R4). By transitivity of induction one sees that the 
complex so obtained is just the complex DI of Theorem 4.6. The result fol- 
lows. I7 
5.10. We finish with some examples. 
(a) It is easily seen that indz$), when applied to the trivial one-dimensional 
module K, yields K again (for instance one may apply 5.3(b)). Thus when X is 
taken to be the zero weight the resolution (R4) has the form: 
(b) Take p E N”. Since Kp E Kp @ indoCn) ILTcn)K is clearly not isomorphic with 
indz$) K,, for p different from the zero weight, we conclude that the tensor 
identity does not hold for induction from D(n) to LT(n). This also shows that 
tensoring an injective rational [IT(n)-module by an arbitrary LT(n)-module will 
not generally yield an injective module. 
(c) Take p = -_(y with Q a simple root. There is an exact sequence of rational 
LT(n)-modules: 
0 + K_, + ILrc,,(-a) + Q -+ 0 
such that the LT(n)-socle of Q contains the zero weight space (which is non- 
trivial by 2.4). The corresponding long exact sequence of cohomology for the 
functor &+I yields an isomorphism between (RIPLT(,,)K_, and Pu-(,) Q, 
showing that (R’P,r(,)) K_, is nonzero. (This is most transparent when n = 2.) 
Thus P,,(,) is not exact on rational LT(n)-modules. 
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